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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD - SENATE

rollcall votes on those six amendHatfield
ments, and beginning at 2:30 p.m.So the bill <H.R. 5114>. as amended, circa 2:30 p.m.-today we have 7 hours
plus 105 minutes, or an hour and a
was passed .
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I move half, making a total of 8112 hours at
best unless the time is yielded back or
to reconsider the vote.
Mr. KASTEN. I move to lay that not used.
That would mean, then, at the earlimotion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was est we can count on bringing to a conclusion this bill is by 11 o'clock toagreed to.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I move night. I am going to insist that the
stay in session until we comthat the Senate insist on its amend- Senate
ments, request a conference with the plete this bill tonight.
The Senate took up this bill the day
House, and the Chair be authorized to before
yesterday. The Senate, on reappoint conferees on the part of t!le ceiving
it from the House last TuesSenate.
day, a week ago, reported it out of the
The motion was agreed to, and the subcommittee
the full committee
Presiding Officer CMr. KERREYJ ap- a week ago. Soand
the Senate has moved
pointed Mr. LEAHY, Mr. INOUYE, Mr. expeditiously. But
we cannot wait anJOHNSTON, Mr. DECONCINI, Mr. LAvday. The bill has to go to conferTENBERC, Mr. HARKIN, Ms. MilroLSKI, other
I would hope that we would have
Mr. BYRD, Mr. KASTEN, Mr. HATFIELD, ence.
the cooperation of all Senators, and if
Mr. D'AMATO, Mr. RUD?.UN, Mr. SPEC· some Senators can restrain their eaTER, Mr. NICKLES, and ~fr. STEVE.."fS as
gerness to exercise their vocal chords
conferees on the part of the Senate.
and not use all of the time, it might
help all of us to get home and get a
DEPARTMENT OF THE L"ITERIOR little sleep which knits up the raveled
AND RELATED AGENCIES AP- sleeve of care.
Mr. President, let me just say a few
PROPRIATIONS ACT,. FISCAL
words now and I will ask that I may
YEAR 1991
use such time as I may consume to set
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the background of the stage for the
the previous order the clerk will NEA discussion.
report the pending business, H.R.
Mr. McCLURE. 1.\-Ir. President,
5769, the Interior appropriations bill.
before doing that will the Senator
The legislative clerk read as follows: yield briefly?
A bill <H.R. 5769) making appropriations
Mr. BYRD. I yield.
for the Dep~rtment of th_e Interior and .reMr. McCLURE. I thank the Senator
lated agencies for the .. rl'.l~al .:ie.&;!"~dmg for yielding.
September 3~~}.\)91.-and for other;pu~----........_I join with him in the hope that we
':I'.he"~enate resumed cons1derat10n·· wilt not consume all of the time on
of the b1ll.
eac of these amendments and we
AMEXDMENT No. 3119 TO coMlllll'TEE
y find a way as the afternoon goes
AMENDMENT oN PAGE 101
n and the subject becomes more repThe PRESIDING OFFICER.
etitious, although slightly varied by
pending question is ame
No. the subject matter of the amendment,
nator from we will be able to not consume all of
North Carolina to the committee the time allotted to the amendments.
amendment on page 101 of the bill.
For the information of the Members
TIME LIMITATION AGREEMENT
and their scheduling of their activities
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask this afternoon, the first amendment
unanimous consent that time for the has a 1-hour time limit, the second one
debate on this measure be limited to 1 that will be considered has a 2-hour
hour, to b~ equally controlled and di- time limit, and the remainder have a
vided between the distinguished Sena- 1-hour time limit.
tor from Idaho [Mr. McCLURE] and
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask
this Senator.
unanimous consent that no other
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- measure or matter may be taken up in
out cb,fection, it is so ordered.
the Senate this afternoon without the
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, for the consent of the two managers of the
information of Senators now, what we bill. And we will be very liberal and
have here-I believe I state it correct- fair in that if we are allowed to control
ly, or will state it correctly-we have a this matter in that fashion.
maximum of six amendment.s, that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withmay be called up, and they all deal out objection, it is so ordered.
with NEA, the National Endowment
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, the recfor the Arts. There is a time limitation ommendations by the Senate Approon those amendments of 1 hour on priations Committee regarding the
each with the exception of one amend- funding for the National Endowment
ment on which there are 2 hours, for the Art.s reflect the concerns that
which means there are 7 hours of have been voiced by many in this
debate on six amendments and there is Chamber about the appropriate use of
1 hour of debate overall on the bill taxpayer dollars for so-called works of
now under the control of the two man- art.
agers.
The committee recommendation
I think one might assume with some continues language enacted in this bill
degree of certitude that there will be last year with respect to obscenity and
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the use of NEA funds. The language
has been continued in this bill because
of the failure of the Congress to enact
the reauthorization legislation for the
endowments. The language contained
in the committee-reported bill reflects
a compromise that was developed after
many, many hours of deliberation
during conference on the Interior bill
. last year. It is, by nature, a compromise. It does not please everyone, but
it is an attempt to provide guidance to
the Chairman of NEA as grant decisions are made. Rather than attempt
to craft new language which would
likely consume an inordinate amount
of floor time during debate on this
bill, the managers recommended to
the Appropriations Committee that
the matter be brought to the floor and
not be taken up in the committee and
that last year's language be continued
at that point.
Additionally, the comnlittee has proposed striking the House version of
the NEA reauthorization bill which
was added in its entirety to the Interior bill during floor action in the
House. The Interior appropriation bill
is not the proper place to resolve the
authorization of NEA, NEH, and IMS
for the next 5 years. The Senate has
authorizing committees, the responsi~
bility of which is to report such legislation and move the relevant bill
through the Senate debate and action.
In this case, the Senate Labor and
Huma..'1 Resources Committee reported out its version of the NEA reauthorization language last month. Floor
action has yet to be taken on that legislatior_ The responsibility for moving
that legislation to a conclusion does
not rest with the managers of this Interior appropriation bill.
The committee bill also strikes the
House provision which would have
prohibited the NEA from using ·any
appropriated funds for the preparation of an affidavit regarding the use
of grant moneys. By proposing to
strike the language, the committee
has not required the preparation or
signature of any such affidavit. The
committee has placed the responsibility for this decision with the .Chairman of the NEA, who ultimately bears
the responsibility for the use of any
grant funds awarded.
The committee recommendation also
includes a proposed reduction funding
of $5 million below the funding level
requested in the President's budget for
the NEA. I would note that the Housepassed version of the Interior bill included a recommended increase in
NEA's iunding of $5 million, to a level
of $180 million, for fiscal year 1991.
The reduction proposed by the committee will provide the Senate with a
broader array of options when our
conferees meet with those from the
House to consider the appropriate
funding level for the NEA and the appropriate use of those funds.
Mr. President, this issue has consumed the Senate during thP. entire
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course of the consideration of NEA nioney. To this day, these· self-profunding this fiscal year. It is not an claimed artists declare that it is someissue to be .dealt with lightly. , But how censorship for Congress to even
given the press of business to be com- contemplate denying the taxpayers'
pleted prior to sine die adjournment, I money to finance and reward the kind
urge adoption of the committee rec- of sleeze that has been produced by
ommendation as a reasonable, tempo- some of these people who have rerary solution and as a means to expe- ceived Federal grants.
dite consideration of the -Interior bill
Now, that is the history of it.
so that it may proceed to conference,
Since I first brought up the subject
where. I can assure my colleagues that last year, little has changed. If anyit will receive full attention.
thing, it has become worse. All SenaThis is not to say that the measure tors, I am sure, have seen reports, encannot be unproved.
tirely accurate, of the kind of filth
Mr. President, I reserve the remain- that is going on, produced by people
der of my time.
·
who have received funds from the NaThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Who tional Endowment for the Arts in the
yields time?
past 15 months.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I yield
The same contrived pronouncements
myself such time as I may require on still pour forth from officials of the
the amendment.
NEA, along with their allies in the arts
Incidentally, I ask unanimous con- community. There has been, in fact, a
sent that the amendment be printed in militant display of disdain for the
the RECORD at this point.
moral and religious sensibility of the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- majority of the American people. I do
out objection, it is so ordered.
not know how many tens of thousands
There being no objection, the of pieces of mail and telegrams I have
amendment was ordered to be printed received from people all across the
in the RECORD, as follows:
country who agree that they should
On page 101, line 23, strike "none" and all not be forced to subsidize these obthat follows through the period on page scene materials. Other Senators tell
102. line 7, and Insert in lieu thereof the fol- me they also have been deluged with
lowing: "None of the funds appropriated similar 'letters. The American people
under this Act may be used by the National are darn well sick of this thing. And
Endowment for the Arts to promote, distrlb- th
·
i
d
in th
ute, disseminate, or produce materials that
e provJSion nclu ed
e approdepict or describe, 1n a patently offensive priations bill ·is not even a fig leaf. It
way, sexual or excretory activities or will not have the slightest effect on
organs.".
the practices of the NEA.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, perhaps
Last year, the arts lobby moved in
a review of the history of this issue for after my amendment was adopted, and
the past 15 months would be useful at a watered-down, meaningless version
this time.
was substituted in conference. I could
Let me say to the distinguished Sen- not do anything about that because
ator from West Virginia, my friend, many Senators have connections to
BoB BYRD, that I have always had the arts community through their
high respect for him. That respect was wives or others, and frankly they are
enhanced in July 1989, when I came to afraid politically to do what the Amerthis floor and he was managing De- lean people want them to do. Not all
partment of the Interior Appropria- Senators, but some have admitted as
tions for fiscal year 1990. I showed much to me personally.
him some of the so-called art that the
Mr. President, I realize more than
taxpayers were subsidizing and re- ever before that what is involved here
warding. Senator BYRD took one look is far more than a mere debate about
at it and said, "Good gosh, I will take the allocation of the $170 million in
your amendment." And there it began. this bill for the NEA for the coming
After I offered my amendment to year. The NEA will receive that much
prohibit the funding of obscenity, I or more for the next several years.
was greeted with hoots and Jeers all
Well, that approaches $1 billion that
across this country, and have been for can be wasted if the NEA wants to
the past 15 months. One Senator now waste it. And they have demonstrated
boasts that he has raised $1 million at the National Endowment for the
for my opponent in North Carolina Arts that they have little concern
from the artists who claim that they about how the taxpayer money is
are entitled to have a pipeline to the spent.
pocketbooks of the American people
The funds involved may be regarded
to subsidize whatever they want to do ·by some as trivia:!. I do not consider it
in the so-called art field.
that way. But I will acknowledge that
Sure, I voiced concern then, and I the Federal Government spends more
voice concern now about the assault than that amount in a few hours.
on the Nation's basic values by some
No, what is really at stake is whethof these self-proclaimed artists Who er America will a:llow the cultural high
insist upon mocking the American ground in this Nation to sink slowly
people and shocking the sensibilities into an abyss just to placate people
of the American people . and who .who clearly seek or who are willing to
shield themselves behind the sponsor- destroy the Judeo-Christian ·. foundaship of the National Endowment for tions of this Republic. That is what is
the Arts, which. is a loose cannon in involved. It is in that light that .I am
terms of spending the taxpayers' .. obliged to: bring. to the floor . the sub-
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ject of the National Endowments for
the Arts again, and that is why my
. amendment is now pending.
Let us lay to rest the nonsense about
censorship somehow being involved in
the Federal Government refusing to
automatically grant funds to self-proclaimed artists. There is a great deal
of difference-all the difference in the
world-between censorship and sponsorship. We are talking about sponsorship.
· These artists who have their minds
in the gutter are free to do whatever
they want to do on their own time and
with their own money. I have often
said, Mr. President, that people who
want to scrawl dirty words on the
men's room walls are free to do it, provided it is their own wa:Il and their
own crayons. But no, this crowd wants
the Government-that is to say the
American taxpayers-to pay them for
that sort of thing, and this Senator
says no.
Censorship is when the Government
bans the production, distribution, or
display of materials in both the private and the public sector. That is censorship. What we are talking about is
merely a question of sponsorship. It
does not have anything to do with .
banning anything. It has only to do
with the Federal Government financing it at the taxpayers' expense.
So when the Government refuses to
pay for the production and distribution or exhibition of certain obscene
materials, it is refusing to sponsor this
sleaze.
The Government has no obligation
whatsoever to require the taxpayers to
subsidize projects that are so . far
beyond the applicability of constitutional protection that the Federal
Government in fact could legally ban
its dissemination. But the Government's refusal to pay does not prevent
people from displaying or selling such
materials at their. own expense in the
private sector.
The point is, if material is lega:Ily objectionable, do not try to dip into the
public trough to pay .for it.
Let me say again that my respect for
Senator ROBERT C. BYRD was enhanced
by his reaction a year ago and his reaction now to this sort of thing. I say
again that I have a:Iways had the highest respect for my friend from· West
Virginia, and I am even prouder of
him today.
The committee report notes that the
funding for the NEA has been reduced
as a result of the repeated -fiascoes
during the past year.
Just for point of emphasis, .I am
talking about things that have hap"
l'ened since the watered-down version
of what pretended to be a restraint on
this giveaway of the taxpayers' money.
Under that version, passed last yea:r,
the situation has grown worse,. not
better, and we have the documents to
prove it.
The ,subcommittee also retained. the
language from last. year's amendment
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and deleted the House's prohibition on
NEA's requiring artists to sign an
agreement with the NEA, as a condition of receiving the money, that they
will abide by this congressional restriction.
So, I thank my friend from West
Virginia. He sincerely abhors obscenity. I regret, however, that this disgusting so-called art, which most Americans regard as obscene, is not covered
by the technical legal definition of obscenity in the committee amendment.
As I sa!d, the language that my friend
from West Virginia has included in the
bill is identical to that contained in
last year's conference report.
I say again, that is not even a figleaf.
It does not prevent these sleazeballs
from getting themselves naked on the
stage, rubbing chocolate on themselves and saying: Look at me, I am an
artist. It has not prevented it and it
will not.
It fails to restrict the NEA in terms
of supporting patently offensive
works, and that is because the· language in the bill allows the NEA to
fund anything that the so-called experts at the National Endowment for
t1:e Art3 happen to consider to have
so::ne artistic merit. That is a loophole
v.ide enough to drive six Mack trucks
through abreast.
During the debate last year, Senator
after Senator expressed disgust with
the Mapplethorpe photos and declared
that such art never should have been
·funded. But they did not vote that
way because the pressure was put on.
Yet the language included in last
year's conference report creating the
loophole that I just mentioned will, as
a result of the Mapplethorpe obscenity trial in Cincinnati, allow the National Endowment for the Arts to continue to fund materials such as the
disgusting portion of the Mapplethorpe works-again and again and
agi:>Jn.
Last year, Congressman YATES, as
well as so:1rces from the NEA, and a
prominent arts lawyer with a prestigious Los Angeles law firm, said that. in
each of their opinions. the language in
last year's Interior appropriations conference report-which is identical to
the language in this bill-would not, as
a pr:u~tiral matter, provide any degree
of content control ever what the National Endo~·ment for the Arts decides
to fund.
For instance, in an exchange \l.oith
Congressman RoHRABACHER · in the
House last year, Representative YATES
said, "Funding of obscene art was not
effectively prohibited by the conference report's compromise language."
At least he was honest about it. I do
not agree with Congressman YATES,
but he told the truth about this.
Then the Los Angeles Tinles quoted
James Fitzpatrick, a prominent arts
lawyer, as concluding that the conference report "fails completely to
achieve any degree of 3ubject matter
control." The Los Angeles paper even
quoted unidentified sources within the
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NEA itself as saying, "The wording ap-

pears to be so vague that virtually no
artistic subject matter would be
taboo."
Mr. President, who are we trying to
kid? This Senate will do one of two
things. It will do something to stop
this revolting practice by the National
Endo\l.oment for the Arts by adopting
my amendment or it will not. I am
going to give them a chance to vote on
it. I rather imagine that millions of
Americans will be looking a.t thi3 vote.
·
I hope so.
Last year's conference report language, which is identical to the pending committee amendment which I
seek to amend, has this to say:
Nonf> of the funds authorized to be appropriated for the National Endowment for the
Arts or the National Endowment for the
Humanities may be used to promote, disseminate or.produce materials which, in the
judgment of-

Get thiswhich in the judgment of the National Endo'Q;rnent for the Arts or the National Endowment for the Humanities may be considered obscene, Including but not limited to
d,~pictions of sadomasochh>m, homoeroticism, the sexu:i.l exploitation o! children or
hldividuals engaged In sex acts and-

Get this-

and which, when taken as a Whole, do not
have serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value.

See? there is that lcophole with
those six Mack trucks racing down
upon you. The taxpayers better get
out of the way because the NEA is
going to stick it to them again if this
committee amendment, to which I am
offering an amendmen~if this
amendment stands as is. If that hap.
pens, the taxpayers are going to have
it stuck to them again.
The conference report adopted this
language last year because the art
community insisted that we must use
the Supreme Court standard from the
Miller case to restrict Federal funding
for obscenity. But what no one bothers to mention, when they talk about
the Miller case, is that it was not a
standard that the Government has to
meet before it may refuse to pay for
patently offensive material. In the
Miller case, W..r. President, the Supreme Court held that materials
cannot be banned-bear in mind that
word '·banned." I am not talking about
banning anything. I am talking about
subsidizing it or rewarding it with the
taxpayers' money.
But the Miller case said, "Material
cannot be· banned unless the average
person, applying the community
standard, would find that the work,
t:>.ken as a whole. appeals to prurient
L'lterest in 3ex, depicts or describes in
a patently offensive way sexual conduct, and "-there you go-" when
taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific
value."
Tha.t means that even if a work appeals to prurient interest, even if a
work depicts or describes sexual or ex-
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cretory conduct in a patently offensive
way, the Government cannot ban it as
long as some art expert at the NEA
says it has "literary, artistic, political,
or scientific value."
But the issue today-and I hope the
distinction can be understood-is not
whether we ban something. It is
whether we will require the taxpayers
to support it, subsidize it, and reward
it with their money. I inlagine if you
put it to· a referendum of the American people, it would be about 90 to 1
against using their money for this purpose.
The bottom line is that the committee language, which I am seeking to
amend at this moment, will continue
to allow the NEA to fund works that
are patently offensive. The. issue is
sinlple. If you believe that the NEA
should continue to fund works such as
the Mapplethorpe photos-and I
cannot begin to describe those
photos-then vote agai.'1St my amendment. These photos are so bad that
the newspapers, which have been so
critical of this Sena.tor and others who
have stood up on this issue, would not
dare publish one of those pictures in
their newspaper. Oh, they publish a
picture of Mr. Mapplethorpe, a selfportrait. They publish a picture of a
rose. But they do not publish a picture
of that naked guy with a bullwhip protruding from his posterior, or any of
the other Mapplethorpe trash.
We are not talking about the picture
of the rose. We are not talking about
the picture of Mr. Mappelthorpe. We
are talking about his sleaze, which the
American people have been required
to subsidize and reward.
So if you believe that NEA should
continue to waste the taxpayers'
money like that, then you should vote
to preserve the committee language
and vote against the Helms amendment, because that is exactly what is
going to happen.
But, on the other hand, Senators
who happen to believe that the National Endowment for the Arts should
not be allowed to use the taxpayers'
dollars to fund rotten material, such as
Mapplethorpe and others, "that depict
or describe in a patently offensive
way, sexual or excretory activities or
organs," I suggest Senators will want
to vote for my amendment.
I a.sk unanimous consent that the
following articles-none oi which have
been subsidized by the NEA-be prir..ted at the conclusion of my remarks: an
editorial from the Paducah Sun on
August 30, 1990; an article by Paul
Greenburg that was in today's Washington Times; a resolution passed by
the Southern Baptist Convention at
its national convention in New Orleans
this past summer; an article I submitted for the NOVA Law Review last
spring; and an article by Andr~ Ryerson that appeared in the Heritage
Foundation·s fall 1990 Policy Review.
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder of my tinle, and I yield the fio;:ir.
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There being no objection, the arti- descendingly put down their critics as. un- have to. any more than a private ·patron
. cles were ordered to be printed in the schooled bumpkins. And every time that hap- should have to buy stuff he doesn't like or

pens., the Idea Is reinforced that the endow- - that might offend Aunt Matilda if she spotment and Its friends are a clubby little ted It hanging In the living room. Just because it's the government that's shelling out
. clique of elitists.
.
QUEST FOR MONEY, :N'OT ARTS FREEDOM
Creativity Is a wonderful thing. It ought the money . doesn't mean it can't prefer
They call It a fight for rights, for constitu- to be given as much freedom as possible- Norman Rockwell to Robert Mapplethorpe.
Thomas Jefferson argued for the separational principles, for artistic freedom. They and that includes freedom from government
tion of church and state because. among
say they are striking a blow against censor- sponsorship.
ship and on behalf of elevating the national
other reasons, no one should be compelled
[From the Washington Times. Oct. 19,
cultural level.
to support. the propagation of a doctrine he
1990]
What malarkey. Why. can't they Just be
doesn't share. The mixing of art and state
honest and admit that what they really ARTS!'4ANSHIP: THEIR RIGHT TO YOUR MONEY presents the same danger. But because a civilized society has an obligation isn't as possiwant Is to get their hands on more federal
<By Paul Greenberg>
tax dollars?
ble or desirable. So this democratic society
In
a
study
of
American
society
that
has
"They" are the so-called artists who are
has compromised by funding Public Art and
caterwauling about being cut off by their never been bettered, '"Democracy in Amer- leaving the chocolate-encrusted performica."
Alexis
de
Tocqueville
pointed
out
that
once generous, unquestioning Uncle Sam.
ances to the private sector. It Isn't very neat
Four of the artists, outraged that their every great political question in such a soci- and it won't satisfy everybody, but It's deety sooner or later becomes a legal one.
National Endowment for the Arts funding Now,
mocracy
In America.
·
more than a century later, Americans
for this year had been vetoed, are contemPublic Art is the aesthetic equivalent of
have
progressed
to
the
point
where
every
plating lawsuits. Their weeping supporters
ci\11. religion: limited, decorative. unifying, a
gathered last week to castigate NEA Chair- petty question apparently must go to court. little dull. maybe-but a legitimate expendiman John Frobruna~·er, who made the deci- too. No matter what Congress does this ture of public funds. Outraging the public
sion, and Sen. Jesse Heims, who has become week. appropriations for the arts will wind with its own money isn't. That's an estabin a court. You can bet your favorite
the arts elite's symbol for the Philistines up
lishment of art; its a way of compelling supwho would trample creative liberty to death. painting on it.
port from people who would never give It
Item:
Four
artists
plan
to
sue
the
National
It's popular in those circles to assert that
voluntarily. <Rest assured, privately supportSen. Helms is not qualified to judge art. Endowment for the Arts because their ap- ed art can be Just as boring. especially if it Is
Maybe not. But compared to those connois- p!lcatlons for federal grants were turned intended to shock. Flicking through the
seurs who believe Karen Finley is worthy of down by the NEA's governing body. It's not channels on cable TV has much the same
federal patronage by smearing chocolate easy to tell how many other grants have effect. Years ago. I read a letter to the
over herself. the senator from North Caroli- benefited these artists-Karen Finley, Holly editor with a phrase that still sticks in my
na Is qualified to be curator of the Louvre. Hughes, Tim Miller and John Fleck. The as- mind: '"It gets boring not having peace of
The four artists who find being weaned sistant managing editor of Chronicles maga- mind all the time.">
from the federal tax dollar so traumatic zine. Katherine Dalton. counts "four or
Those who want to practice Public Art as
were caught in new law that denies grants five" grants for Mr. Miller over eight years, if It were the private kind are kidding themfor work deemed to be obscene or sacrile- and "something like nine" for Miss Finley; selves as well as the rest of us If they believe
gious. And that goes back to the uproar over the other two got grants Just last year. Are they can go on indefinitely assaulting the
the infamous Mapplethorpe and Serrano they suing for the right of untrammeled ar- sensibilities of their patron. Even the U.S.
exhibits, which initiated the national debate tistic expression or to retain a permanent government will have its attention caught
place on the federal dole? That's something
on the entire NEA program.
after a while. And that's just what has hapThat debate essentially follows one of two for the courts to decide.
You may remember Miss Finley as the pened. The application of various 2-by-4.s fitracks-whether there should be any restricnally woke up even this bureaucracy.
tion on government-sponsored art according chocolate lady; she has achieved a measure
If 8. public endowment ls to continue ento content. or whether there should be fed- of fame or notoriety by smearing herself dowing, it 'II.ill have to listen to its master's
with the confection. The critics may be dieral tax support for the arts at all.
public's. That. too, ls democracy .
A sizable number of observers, this news- vided over whether this is art, but some of voice-the
America. These grants always have been
paper among them, believe the federal art us chocolate lovers are moved to tears by in
political;
what
has changed Is the kind of
subsidies ought to be halted entirely as a the waste. <Chocolate, as a great philosomatter of spending priority. That also would pher once pointed out, Is the definitive refu- politics being practiced <Surely no one contends ·that politics is unknown In the art
put a stop to all that nonsense from the arts tation of the doctrine of free will.>
The decisive question in this Great Hulla- world.> The threat to public funding for the
people about censorship and end the hagbaloo, though It may be lost In all the grand arts doesn't come from the NEA but from
gling over what's obscene and what's not.
On the surface, critics of the NEA pro- pronouncements and moving manifestoes. Is those artists who have confused a subsidy
gram may seem concerned about waste of not: Is this art? Surely even critics of the with a natural right. Now the paying custaxpayers' money on non-essentials. but It's NEA"s new caution would not be willing to tomers have decided to walk out; that would
the obscenity-sacrilege Issue that gives the entrust that timeless question-What Is seem their inalienable right.
controversy its emotional edge.
Art?-to the assorted competencies of Amer[From the SBC Bulletin]
What bothers a lot of ordinary people Is ican congressmen. bureaucraU! and judges.
that by its financial sponsorship of the The relevant question Is: Should the public
REPORT OF COM!UTTEE Olf RESOLUTIONS
Robert Mapplethorpes and Annie Sprinkles, pay for !t? That question Is sidestepped by
RESOLUTION NO. 4--0N GOVEllNMElfT SUPPORT
their government seems to turn hostile to all the cries about the sky falling on the
OF OBSCENE AND OFFENSIVE "ART"
the values held by them and society in gen- arts in America. Just listen to these cries of
eral. There is a disturbing perversity when alarm:
Whereas, God has ordained government
the state sees evil and calls it virtue. sees ug"This Is no longer a fight about obscenity. to do good works; and
Whereas, Southern Baptists have historiliness and calls It beautiful, sees silliness This Is about the very principles of democand calls It profound. I! this Is cultural war- racy and the fundamental values of this cally supported the constitutional rights of
fare, as some believe, government not only country."-Mary Schmidt Campbell, New free speech and have opposed censorship;
is taking sides, It's taking the wrong side.
York City's commissioner of cultural affairs. and
It's not enough for the NEA to say that Her way with hyperbole only confirms what
Whereas, the Supreme Court has held
out of thousands of grants, only a relatively a lot of us think about the state of culture that obscenity is not constitutionally profew are offensive. Whey should any be? in New York City.
tected <Roth v. U.S., 1957; Miller v. califorHow would the Urban League respond if
A very small minority who oppose federal nia. 1973>; and
told that of 1,000 restaurants In a city. only support of the arts are on a war footing. and
Whereas. the Supreme Court has declared
a couple of dozen refuse to serve blacks.
they are intent on either killing or crippling that First Amendment rlghU! of speech and
To hear some tell It, suspension of federal the arts endowment."-Rep. Pat Wllliams, expression do not extend to the possession,
patronage of the arts and artists would Montana Democrat.
production, distribution. or sale of child pormake of the . nation a cultural wasteland.
And so hysterically on, all because a lot of nography <New York v. Ferber, 1982; Os··
·
But the NEA has existed for Just 25 years. folks' reaction to a homo-sado-masochlstlc- borne v. Ohio, 1990>: and
Whereas, regulations of pornographic maDees anyone recall American life In· pre- arty photograph, or a crucifix in urine, or a
1965 being bereft of art. music, literature waste of good chocolate Is: No Sale. Yes, terial which ls deemed to be harmful. to
and theater?
there are zealots who have exploited the minors has been upheld by the Supreme
The NEA and Its beneficiaries had a good shock value of such artifacts to warn that Court.<Ginsberg v. New York, 1968>; and.,,
thing going until they aroused the Ameri- Western civilization Is in danger <it probWhereas, restrictions . on government
can publlc with .. thelr excesses. Now that ably, always has been). But NEA Isn't cen- funding of art which either denigrates or
their "right" of access. to the public, Treas- soring the trendy. It has Just decided not to promotes a certain religious belief are eonury is being challenged, the arts groups con- finance some of It any more. It shouldn't stituttonally permissible; and
·

as follows:
£From the Paducah Sun, Aug. 30, 19901
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Whereas, opposing government funding of
it.rt is not censorship of art; and · ·
Whereas, taxpayer8 should not be forced
to pay for those things which violate their
consciences as Thomas Jefferson said In
1785, to compel a man to furnish contributions of money for the propagation of opinions which he disbelieves, is sinful and tyrannical ... ; and
Whereas, It has been revealed that the
National Endowment for the Arts has had,
in recent years, an Increasing pattern of
support for obscene, highly offensive, morally repugnant, and sacrilegious "Art;" and
Whereas, Congress is considering various
proposals to abolish or reasonably restrict
the content of what the National Endowment for the Arts may fund; and
Whereas, the President of the United
States and some in Congress are opposing
legislation which would either abolish National Endowment for the Arts or government funding for or would impose restrictions on types of art It would fund; and
Whereas, the United States Constitution
in no way requires the. federal government
to fund the arts.
Therefore, be it Resolved, That we the
messengers of the Southern Baptist Convention meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana,
June 12-14, 1990, call on Congress and the
President to set standards which prevent
funding of highly offensive, morally repugnant, and sacrilegious "Art," or, If such is
not done, cease funding the National Endowment for the Arts.
·
[From the Nova Law Review. Spring 19901
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America• has been caught up in a struggle
· between those who support values rooted in
Judeo-Christian morality and those who
would discard those values In favor of a radical moral "relativism." As Congressman
Henry Hyde has said, "the relativism In
question Is as absolutist and as condescending self-righteous as any 16th century
[Spanish] inquisitor."
For my part, I have focused on the federal
government's role In supporting the moral
relativists to the detriment of the religious
commm1ity. I confess that I was shocked
and outraged last year when I learned that
the federal government had funded an
"artist" who had put a crucifix in a bottle of
his urine, photographed It, and gave it the
niockbg title, "Piss Christ." Obviously, he
went out of his way to insult the Christian
conununlty, which was compounded by the
fact that Christian taxpayers had been
forced to pay for it.
As one distinguished federal judge wrote
In a personal letter to ine,
when a federally-funded artist creates an
anti-Christian piece of so-called a.rt. it is a
violation of an inlportant pa.rt of the First
Amendment which guarantees the right of
all religious faiths to be free from governmentally-sanctioned criticism. When the
National Endowment for the Arts contributes money to an artist for him to use to dip
a crucifix In his own urine for public display, It Is no different [in terms of church
and state entanglement] from a muilicipality's spending taxpayers' money for putting
a crucifix on the top of city hall."
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•Senator Helms represents North Carolina In the
United States Senate. He ts the Minority Leader of
the Committee on Foreign Affairs, a member of the
Committee on Agriculture,. Nutrition and. Forestry
and a member of the Select Committee on Ethics
and the Rule Committee.
'
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The enormous .response I. have recel:ved
The controversy over Andres Serrano's socalled "art" had hardly begun when It was from throughout the country lndicates·that
disclosed that the National· Endowment for the vast majority of Amer!Cans support my
the Arts also had paid a Pennsylvania gal- amendment · because they were aghast to
lery to assemble an exhibition of Robert · learn that their tax money has been used to
Mapplethorpe photographs which Included reward artists who had elected to depict saphotos of men engaged in sexual or excreto- domasochism, .perverted homoerotic sex
ry acts. The exhibit also included photos of acts, and sexual exploitation of children.
nude children. A concerned Borough President in New York City send me a copy of an 2. Subsidizing some art fonrus but not others
(obscene artJ constitutes· indirect censorNEA-supported publication in New York.
ship.
Nueva Luz, which featured photos of nude
If this is true-and It isn't-the NEA has
children in various poses with nude adults,
men with young girls and young boys with been in the censorship business for 25 years,
which means that the only way to get the
adult. wom1:n.
.
All of those "works of art" were offensive government completely out of the "censort-0 the majority of Americans who are ship business" is to dismantle the NEA.
decent, moral people. Moreover. as any stuBy Its very nature, the NEA has the duty
dent of history knows, such gratuitous In- to establish criteria for funding some art
sults to the religious and moral sensibilities while not funding others. So, those who are
. of fellow citizens lead to an erosion of cMI crying •·censorship" in this regard are igriorcomity and democratic tolerance within a !ng the defect of their logic <or lack theresociety. Therefore, funding such insults of). Do they not see ·that, following their
with tax dollars surely is anathema to any logic, every applicant denied federal funding
pluralistic society.
can protest that he has been "censored" by
This. was the basis of my offering an the s-.ibjective value judgments of the NEA's
amendment to the Interior Appropriations artistic panels?
bill to prohibit the National Endowment for
3. Is there such a thing as obscene art?
the Arts <NEA> from using tax dollars to
The vast majority of taxpayers would first
subsidize or reward "art" which is blasphemous or obscene. Congress unwisely enacted ask themselves whether something is obonly a severely weakened version of the scene-and If It is, then It's not art. Howevamendment that does not even prohibit er. some verbose art experts-and the
funding for such works as those .by Map- NEA-do just the opposite. Anything. they
plethorpe and Serrano-which created the regard as "art" cannot be obscene no matter
controversy. Even so, this weakened amend- how revolting, decadent, or repulsive. As
ment has been the target of unfounded and NEA's Chairman John Frohnmayer told a
California newspaper, "If an [NEA art]
often absurd criticisms.
Opponents of the legislation often make panel finds there is serious artistic .Intent
the following unfounded and misleading al- and quality in a particular piece of work,
then by definition that is not going to be oblegations:
scene."
1. Restrictions on federal funding for the
arts constitutes direct censorship.

'
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4. Federal funding restrictions must use the

obscenity definition outlined by the SuThis. is a deliberate attempt to confuse
preme Court in Miller v. California?
censorship with sponsorship. Such deliberIt is inlportant to remember that the Suate misrepresentations a.re intellectually dispreme Court has never established an obhonest.
The Constitution gives Congress the re- scenity definition· for the purposes of re- .
sponsibility and duty to oversee the expend- stricting government funding. But Chairiture of all federal funds-Including funding man Frohnmayer and the "arts community."
for the arts. The amendment originally pro- erroneously assert that the Constitution reposed, as well as the one passed, was Intend- quires that the definition in Miller v. Calied to forbid the federal government from fornia be used in both restricting federal
taking money from citizens by force and funding and banning obscenity. However,
then using it to subsidize or reward obscene refusing to subsidize something does not
or blasphemous art. The amendment clearly "ban" it. In order to BAN obscenity, Miller
limits the issue to the question of whether v. California requires the government to
the government should use tax funds In the prove that materials: <1 > appeal to a prurirole of a patron (sponsor> for such "art." ent Interest; <2> depict in a patently offenThe legislation In no way "censors" artist; it sive manner sexual or excretory activities or
does not prevent artists from producing, cre- organs; and <3> lack serious artistic or scienating, or displaying blasphemous or obscene tific value.
Numerous cases show that the Court does
"art" at their own expense in the private
not apply the same standards to governsector.
Therefore, sanctions comparisons between ment's refusal to fund First Amendment acthe amendment and communist dictator- tivities as It does to the government's effort
ships in Eastern Europe fall on their face. to ban such activities. .
... .•
For example, in Maher v. Roe. the Court
In communist countries everything is paid
for by the government; therefore, if not ap- stated that merely becaUse one has a. Conproved by the government, it is not pro- stitutional right to engage In an activity, he
duced. Western democracies, on the other or she does not have a Constitutional right
hand, rely on the private sector where Ideas to Federal funding of that activity. As long
are left free to compete with minimal or no ago as 1942, in Wickard v. Filburn. the
governmental participation.
Court stated that, "It is hardly lack of due
Thus, it should be obvious to all that, de- process for the Government to regulate that
spite the amendment, American artists who which it subsidizes." And recently as 1983,
choose to shock and offend the public can in Regan· v. Taxation With· Repre3entation,
st.ill do so-but at their 0111rn expense, not a unanimous Court reiterated a litany. of
the taxpayers'. Censorship is not involved cases holding that restriction on the use of
wllen the government refuses to subsidize taxpayers' funds, in the area of expressive
such "artists." People who want to scrawl speech, do not violate the First Amendment
dirty words on the men's-room wall should and need not meet the same strict standards
·
·
. ,
.
furnish their own walls and their own cray- of scrutiny.
Thus, it is unlikely that ·the Supreme
ons. It is tyranny, as Jefferson said. In another context, to force taxpayers to support Court would require Congress to use Miller ·
private activities which a.re by Intent abhor- test in Its entirety in order to prohibit the
NEA froni funding obscenity. In fact, I berent and repulsive.
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lleve the Court would uphold a Congressional prohibition on funding for any patently
offensive depictions or descriptions of
sexual or excretory activities or organs regardless of the presence of absence of artistic merit.
It would be interesting if ·Congress should
decide to adopt the Miller standard in its ent!rety because Miller allowed a jury to ordinary citizens to decide if something is or is
not obscene. The 1989 amendment approved
by Congress on the other hand, effectively
grants the NEA and its elitist arts panels
sole authority to decide what is or is not obscene for purposes of government funding.
Thus, the legal effect of the current law is
to prohibit nothing. The NEA can cloak
even the most patently offensive depictions
of sexual or excretory conduct with "artistic
merit" simply by deciding to fund the work,
thereby making legally non'Obscene. This
was precisely what the current amendment's drafters intended since they wanted
to deceive the public into assuming that federal funding for obscenity had been prohibited-when. as a legal matter, it has not.
Since last fall, Chairman Frohnmayer has
asserted that he would and could fund the
Mapplethorpe exhibit under the language
passed by Congress.

which delights in ridiculing the values and
beliefs of decent, moral taxpayers.
It should therefore be evident that as long
as the NEA is given the sole authority to
decide what is artistic-and thus not obscene-the agency intends to continue to
fund obscenity under the pretense that it is
"art"-even when the taxpayers disagree.
Congress, at a minimum, should use the
entire Miller test by allowing a panel of lay
citizens-and not the self-appointed elitists
at the NEA-to decide whether patently offensive works merit taxpayer funding.
Or Congress could just adopt my original
amendment, and let the "art community"
continue to howl.
CFrom the Policy Review, Fall 19901
ABOLISH THE NEA-GoVER.NMENT Is
INCAPABLE OF DETECTING ARTISTIC GENIUS

<By Andre Ryerson>
Imagine a government so confident of Its
discernment, and so obvious of this capacity
In its citizens, as to declare each year which
automobile it considered the most aesirable,
then awarded a subsidy, say, to General
Motors for its Cutlass Supreme Sedan, or to
Ford for its Taurus wagon. It is likely that
the news media together with the auto Industry, and Joined by the public at large,
5. The original Helms amendment is not
would be scandalized. In a market economy
enforceable
This is nonsense, and those who say that we expect government to play the role of
know that it's nonsense. There was nothing umpire, ensuring that fair rules of competivague about it-and the Federal Communi- tion prevail, but not otherwise meddling In
cations Commission is having no problem matters of private choice. This role is clearmaking the determination that various ly perverted by the government's cheering
broadcasts are indecent and/or obscene. for one competitor over another and giving
The Postal Service is able to do the same it a seal of approval plus cash rewards. The
thing concerning obscene or indecent mail. monarchs of Britain once did so, but repubThe Justice Department's National Obsceni- lican values in America forbade such royal
ty Task Force has been able to determine favors as a matter of principle.
Yet In a realm far less open to laboratory
what is obscene under the federal criminal
testing than the automobile industry, far
statutes.
If .the FCC, the Postal Service, and the more liable to error In the long lens of time,
National Obscenity Task Force can handle where personal taste reigns with magisterial
their responsibilities in this regard, why indifference to modes of scientific verificacannot the National Endowment for the tion-the arts-we find our government selecting among artists which are worthy to
Arts do likewise?
receive public funds and which are not.
6. The amendment chills artistic expression
the system has provoked a scandal
The "arts community" is fond of asserting That
that
has reverberated through the halls of
that prohibiting NEA funding of obscene Congress
is not especially remarkable. What
art will either "destroy art in America" or, is remarkable
is that it took this long to
at best, "lead to art which is bland." On the occur.
other hand, they also argue that the NEA
AESTHETICS OR SCANDAL
has funded only about 20 controversial
works out of 85.000 grants over the last 25
The National Endowment for the Arts
years. <This, by the way, is statistical manip- <NEA> managed to survive outside the light
ulation, but that's an argument for another of public scrutiny for a good quarter centuday.)
ry, quietly giving grants to artists of "apThe point is this: The "arts community" proved" tendencies. The public was indiffercannot have it both ways. Either the NEA is ent to art that was subsidized but out of
funding so many controversial works that sight. In recent years, however, with the
eliminating such funding will devastate the rise of photography and ''performance art"
arts community--0r the NEA has funded so to places of prominence, the awards the
few C20 In 25 years> that an obscenity re- NEA has made in these more accessible art
striction could have no more than a negligi- forms have captured media and public atble Impact.
tention as never before. With public scrutiMy response to the first argument is that ny, cries of indignation were not long in
if art in America is so dependent on obsceni- coming at the extreme vulgarity of many
ty in order to be creative and different, then works supported by the NEA, works of varyCongress has a duty to the taxpayers to ing technical accomplishment but certain to
shut the NEA down completely, thereby offend the religious, moral, and aesthetic
slowing America's slide Into the sewer. My sensibilities of ordinary Americans.
answer to the second argument is that If so
The downward spiral of taste that the art
few offensive works have indeed been subsi- world has suffered in recent decades foldized by the NEA, why all the fuss from the lows, in large part, from o. mistake about the
"arts community"? .·
nature of art that arose from an accident of
In summary, the National Endowment for history. In the 19th century, middle-class the Arts has always had the responsibility mores became wedded to officious norms of
and the duty to decide what is and is not academic art, so that the genuine artists of
suitable for federal funding of the arts-and the day, without trying to shock anyone and
that has been precisely the problem. The merely by creating original works, appeared
NEA has defaulted upon that responsibility. as revolutionary iconoclasts who threatened
It has been insulated from mainstream the social order. Ironically, some of the
American values so long that it has become most brilliant figures of that was emerging
captive to a moraly decadent minority as modem art, Manet, Degas, and Cezanne,

·October 21,, 1990

were men of middle-class values and conservative politics. Neither they nor their liberal colleagues had any Intention of overthrowing the social order with their work, a
fact attested to by what they had to say for
their art and even more by the paintings
themselves. Cezanne spoke of achieving
classical ideals by handling nature through
"the cylinder, the sphere, the cone, all
placed In perspective," and by distilling
visual essentials in a painting, "producing
pictures that are a lesson." Both in creatilig
art and collecting, Cezanne recommended
not radicalism, but taste: "Taste is the best Judge. It is rare. The artist addresses himself· only to an exceedingly restricted
number of individuals." He did not consider
critics prominent In this group of the elect,
though they have since come to dominate
the discussion of what constitutes art. "Disc
cussions about art are almost useless," remarked Cezanne. "The labor that achieves
progress In one's own craft is sufficient compensation for not being understood by imbeciles."
Impressionist painting's "shock value"-a
novel factor in art history-was clearly incidental to the aesthetic value of its works.
None of the world's great art until then,
through some 5,000 years of labor, had ever
been certified as superior by indignant
public outcry against it. But ever since the
fuss that greeted Impressionism, public
scandal has become a convenient "proof" of
aesthetic authenticity. By dint of some very
sloppy reasoning, the accidental became
confused with the essential-at least forcertain cultural elites-and a series of simplis-·
tic tenets took root: To express the self is to
shock. Art is expression. Therefore art must
be shocking.
The shallowness of this syllogism is rarely
plumbed by the gallery directors, museum
curators, art critics, and foundation heads
who embrace and propagate it, among other
reasorui, because it makes connoisseurship
an instantly acquired skill. For while Judging the intrinsic merit of a new work of art
is extremely difficult, virtually anyone can
identify which play or painting is likely to
be the most shocking to the average citizen.
To fall into this basic error is lamentable
enough for gallery managers and theater directors restlessly In search of clients.· It is
wholly unacceptable as the national arts
policy of a government of, for, and by the
people.
MORTAL CONNOISSEURS

The case for making the NEA more discerning with the people's money has been
argued by some capable politicians, including Congressman Henry Hyde Cln National
Review>. and by thoughtful art critics such
as Samuel Lipman Cln Commentary). Unfortunately, they err by recommending better
Judgment at the NEA to clean up the pre:·
vailing mess, instead of seeing that the very
enterprise of selecting certain artists to receive grants, while rejecting others, is not
an appropriate function for a democratic
government.
The scandal has resurrected the old question, "What is art?" It has also added a new
one to the agenda, "Why have an NEA?"
People outside a given field tend to trust
its practitioners with more expertise than
they actually possess. Disappointment follows from discovering that doctors do not
have all the right answers and occasionally
have the wrong ones, that ,judges do not
always know the law, and that professors
can be narrow-minded and ignorant. The
recent scandal at the NEA should add to our
wisdom in this regard, since it involves
state-appointed
connoisseurs
selecting
works of art judged so superior to the
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norm-a man squa.5hing beetles on his
chest, a woman defecating on stage, a porn
queen Inserting a speculum in her vagina to
offer the audience a peek, lesbians Inflicting
wounds on themselves to prove that ours "is
a sick society," a crucifix photographed In a
jar of urine, a young girl photographed to
reveal her genitals, & homosexual with a
wh!p stuck In his rectum-that these
achievements deserve the gift of taxpayers'
money plus the imprimatur "funded by the
NEA.."

The whole misadventure ought to instruct
the public that artists &nd art connoisseurs
are no less mortal than the rest of humanity, and no more to be trusted to steer the
ship of art than generals are to be trusted
to choose our wars.
The brouhaha at the NEA obscures. by
the very outlandishness of the works rewarded. that even In the most trustworthy
and mature h&nds, ascertaining the value of
contemporary art Is fiendishly difficult. A.
great hoax is played on the public when the
belief Is sponsored that objective criteria
exist to discern superior art from the ordinary, the way a consumer service can test
the nutrition in a loaf of bread or the acceleration of a given car. And that Is why most
conservative critics of the NEA. In their
moderation, are at odds with the past two
centuries of experience, which teach us that
there Is no sure compass, certainly no unbiased trail guide, in the wilds of contemporary art. At least two generations must pass
before any sort of meaningful judgment can
be made about the lasting value of a newly
minted sculpture, painting, play, or sonata.
Critics are needed. certainly, to pass lmmectiate Judgment so that we may bestir ourselves to see &nd hear what in time may
prove enduring. But their judgment Is falllble and should not be endowed \\ith a perspective It lacks and which only time can
provide.
Nor are artists themselves possessed of
this gift where the assessment of other artists Is involved. An anecdote from the 19th
century makes the point. A young painter
went to see Manet, the great inaugurator of
the Impressionist revolution. The master
carefully looked at the young man's canvases, then told him the hard truth. He bad
absolutely no talent, &nd ought to find some
other vocation. The young man, as It happened, Ignored the expert's well-Intended
advice. His name was Renoir.
When Cezanne was shown some paintings
by Van Gogh and asked what he thought of
them. Cezanne opined that they were
simply the works of a madman.
We expect some professional Jealousy In
any field, whether among lawyers, doctors,
or auto mechanics. But what makes the arts
different Is that technical skills that are
central to other professions are not central
to the value of a work of art.. Cezanne got
lower grades for drawing at the lycee than
did his companion Zola. But Cezanne
became a great artist despite his awkward
draftsmanship because of the quality and
power of his vision. Art, as Proust underlined, Is above all not a matter of technique,
but of vision. And to cultivate a unique and
personal vision may well Insulate the artist
from the virtues of competing visions.. In
consequence, the presence of artists on government panels distributing grants.to other
artists Is no guarantee against poor judgment, not to mention cabals, cronylsm, networks of convenience, political log-rolling,
along with ideological sell-advancement. All
of these charges have been made against
those Involved In grant-giving at the NEA.

of the highest pursuits of the human spirit,
the embodiment of Ideals all too unattainable in politics or commerce? Yes. And that
Is precisely why the funding of the arts in a
free society should follow from the accumulated choices of the people in their natural
diversity, whether as individuals or corporately as businesses and philanthropic foundations. It is not the role of government to
"assist" the process either by joining in the
swings of art fashion that anoint one coterie
today and another tomorrow, or by trying
to check or balance them by throwing state
influence and power behind some others..
The response of a rigorous laissez-faire
capitalist to the entire question would be
that art Is a commodity like any other, and
those who want the product should pay for
it. If no one wants Jane Doe's poems or
John Brown's paintings, they deserve to sit
unsold. Certair.ly government should have
no role In paying for products that no individual will buy.
As a point of departure, the laissez-faire
or market argument Is unassailable. Society
as a whole should not pay for what no individual member of it wants. But this argument omits a consideration that does make
art different from other products, namely,
the unique factor of time required to assess
the ultimate value of a work. The examples
of William Blake, Van Gogh, Em!ly Dickinson, and others unappreciated by their contemporaries rightly haunt those who think
about the problem. Is there no way to assist,
while they are alive, those who are creating
the treasures of posterity, but which the
marketplace In the short term identifies
only haphazardly?
Some answers are fairly easy. If we want
more people to appreciate art, to visit museums with their children, and to invest their
taste in an occasional print or painting, an
appreciation of art Is an obvious precondition. Here the function of government
through the schools is sensible and desirable, within the competing demands of a
school curriculum.
Closely related to art education Is the
preservation of our cult.ural past, through
museums, classical theater, and symphony
orchestras. While private philanthropy
should be our first preference, a role for
government, nonetheless, Is wholy acceptable in materially preserving our cultural Inheritance about which, thanks to the passage of time, rough consensus reigns. Government a!so has a special pace in choosing
the architecture of civic buildings.
It Is also the case that public space and
buildings can be Improved with publlc art.
Indeed, commissioning works for this pur·
pose began with the Parthenon of Athens in
the time of Pericles. More Innovative modes
of selection than presently prevail, however,
would be a healthy turn. It would be refreshing to see <If only for experimental
purposes) a simple vote by visitors to an exhibit of models placed in competition, since
the voters would be self-selecting <anyone
who cares about public art> whose taste, arguably, might prove more distinguished
th&n that of many foundations, and easily
of the National Endowment for the Arts.

losses without a limit of years after whic.h
the activity Is deemed "a hobby," as is presently the case. Another might involve collecting. If we agree that buying art Is desirable but beyond the means of ordinary citizens, a. tax deduction could be granted for
money spent to participate in "art clubs~ to
buy art and circulate the works among
members who share similar tastes, creating,
In essence, fluid mini-museums in the private sphere. <This Is how Ben Franklin
launched what eventually became our
system of lending libraries.
On the supply-side of the equation, creating art Is a financially hazardous choice
among vocations. Yet the risk ls widely understood and appreciated. The overriding
desire of any artist ls to secure, not money,
but time-the time needed for creative
work. Society has no obligation, however.- to
sustain every self-declared artist-although
the Dutch have attempted this with a workfare-for-artists scheme, paying basic salaries
and fl!ling countless warehouses with paintings no one sees or cares about. Dutch artists themselves find the system somewhat
depressing, and there appears no great push
to repeat the experiment elsewhere.
What remains possible on the part of both
govermnent and business is a modest. if neglected, gem of an idea; part-time work.
Flexible work schedules have long been
demanded by feminists alert to the special
problems of working mothers; Industry Is
awakening to the need for part-time professional schedules because without them superior workers are leaving. But the concept
of part-time work has much wider applications. Whole categories of people, not Just
mothers, would benefit from the option of
part-time work. While some Jobs are not
susceptible to such arrangements. many
others are, and the advent of fax machines
and modem-linked computers Is loosening
and decentralizing the modalities of much
traditional work.. More fluid work schedules
would also make better use of office and factory equipment than does a rigid 9-to-5, fiveday week, and would also relieve commuter
grid1ock and its attendant auto pollution
and waste of time.
Yet there remains a suspicion that anyone
wishing to work part-time Is not to be taken
seriously. However, studies reveal that part.
time professionals have higher rates of productivity than the 60 to 70 percent levels of
full-time workers. and In professions with
high '"burnout" rates. part-time professionals perform above standard.
With part-time work, both professional
and unskilled, made more available, an ambitious but unknown artist would be able to
work two 10-hour days, receiving exactly
half the salary and benefits of his 40-hour
co-worker, and still have five full days a
week to pursue his art. He would be self-sustalning, a burden on no one, accepting a
more ascetic standard of living in order to
pursue a creative Ideal.
AMATEUR TREASURES

One can imagine an objection, nonetheless. that would run as follows: "We don't
want people working less and producing
PART-Tillo: WORK
les:!!: we want them working more. And we
Beyond these rather conventional Ideas In certainly don't want a large anny of persons
support of art are innovations yet to be at- playing at art.. We want artists who are
tempted. Once we honestly admit to having skilled. competent. In demand, and who
no institutional method for- Identifying work at art full-time. In a word. we want
greatness among contemporaries <beyond professionals, not amateurs."
.
The answer to these points Is, first, that In
success in the marketplace), we can see that
any Institutional role for government a free society people should be able to buy a
should aim at helping artists as a class, \"ery precious commodity: time. As we steadrather than playing at the roulette wheel of ily become more affluent In the decades and
HOW G011EllNJ4DT CAM HELP
Identifying genius.
centuries ahead, more people are going to
But are we not obligated. as a society, to
One Innovation of this sort would Involve prefer time to a second or third car In the
'"do something" for the arts? Is art not one the tax code, to allow artists deductible garage, whether to watch their children
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. grow or to pursue a neglected .talent. ·Time
Wiii be seen as the ultimate .luxury, ·and
while some will waste it, history shows- that
leisure has permitted many of the finest
works of art and philosophy to arise; And,
yes, their authors were very. often "ama·
teurs," in that no one was prepared to pay
them for their work.
The list of philosophers who were ama·
teurs begins with Socrates, who earned not
a drachma for his ideas, and includes Des·
cartes, Locke, Bacon, and Spinoza, whose
livelihoods were, respectively, artilleryman,
tutor, Judge, and lens grinder. Poetry would
scarcely exist but for its amateurs, who in·
elude Villon, Keats, Baudelaire, Rimbaud,
Mallarm~. Whitman. and Dickinson. who
earned their living at everything from pick·
Ing pockets and teaching English to working
as a Washington bureaucrat. Proust was an
amateur novelist, as were Jane Austen and
Stendhal. In discursive writing, Montaigal
was one of our more distinguished amateur
essayists, as were Pascal and Thoreau. In
painting, the names of Degas, C~zanne, Van
Gogh, and Modigliani are emblematic of
artists who spend most of their lives work·
Ing at their easels without pay. Western civ·
lliza.tlon would be a sorry thing Without its
ledger of unpaid work and the heroism of its
visionary amateurs.
DECENTRALIZING JUDGMENT

Other ideas to advance the arts need to be
explored. But our ultimate goals and estab·
lished truths need to be kept in view. The
last thing we should want for a democracy is
a government rhinoceros attempting to ar·
range the china shop of aesthetic preference. Nor does it matter whether the disrup·
tion proceeds from a belief that art is a tool
for improving the people <the old Corr.munist thesis of socialist realism> or from the
belief that government is competent to iden·
tify artistic genius and reward it <with
grants from the NEA for "cutting edge" art•
lstsl.
The distribution of grant money to a
chosen few assumes a wisdom that govern·
ment does not possess, and affords It powers
It does not deserve. A free society naturally
develops a healthy pluralism of competing
tastes and preferences, whether in cheeses,
Wines, books, or art. The ethos of a free soci·
ety alms at decentralizing opportunities and
power, not narrowing them. In diversity is
strength. This applies as much to art col·
lecting and connoisseurship as to art ere·
atlon. Only by encouraging widespread.
spunky and independent judgment among
the public do we improve our chances that
an Emily Dickinson or a C~e will be
Identified while still alive. Quite the reverse
Will occur by "letting the government" take
care of what government is· utterly ill-designed to do-discern subtlety of expression
and artistic genius. Through the NEA we
are fostering the worst of all worlds. We are
institutionalizing the nation's taste, and
doing so at the lowest level of sensationalist
vulgarity.
DEATH OF PATRONAGE

of

The recent scandal
government funding
may prove a blessing if the POiicy imp!ica·
tlons behind the events are plumbed to
their root. The enterprise of identifying en·
during art has no agreed-upon criteria, for
its standards are hotly debated by critics,
curators, and the artists themselves. Gov·
emment, least of all, is suited to select the
worthies amid the crowd. Government has
no special authority or expertise whatever
in the arts, and Its role should be one of a
strictly neutral agent so far as regards the
success or failure of this artist or that, this
school or another.
We should recall that Shakespeare, Rembrandt, Shelley, Keats, and countless other

·great artists di.d not depend·on government
. grants to create their works. Their support
came from private patrons. Even when gov·
ernments played a role, it wa8 mainly for
. the purchase of art in public places-usually
sculptur~the selection of which enjoyed
broad support. The Church was a great institutlonal patron, whose place today has
been largely taken by corporations and
foundations. What Is new In recent decades
is widely noted decline In Independent taste,
An elitist herd mentality has begun to steer
the art support process, with timid corporatlons looking to the NEA for leadership, the
NEA narrowly in thrall meanwhile to the
"cutting edge" discerned In provocative
"performance art" and whatever else enjoys
the passing spotlight of New York fashion.
What is lacking today are bold patrons
with genuinely independent taste. We need
to think about the problem by remembering
that Van OOgh sold exactly one painting in
his lifetime. It would be Interesting to know
who the buyer was. We know it was not a
museum, and certainly not a government. It
was an individual with the courage of this
taste. we badly need such patrons at all
levels of our society, free of government attempts to steer the selection process.
we have no way of knowing how our
grandchildren will judge our preference and
rearrange our museums. Some humility is In
order here. We have no more wisdom about
which few living artists will survive the sortIng process and enter the pantheon of the
finest painters and poets of the age; In some
sense, tihs Is a fundamental condition of art.
As Andre' Malraux put it: "Art obeys Its
own peculiar logic, all the more unpredictable that to discover it Is precisely the func·
tion of genius."
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·. Mr. HELMS. Mr. President; may I
inquire about the time situation?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There ,.
is 9 minutes 31 seconds controlled by
the Senator from North Carolina. The
Senator from Rhode Island controls 24
minutes, 28 seconds.
The Senator from Rhode Island.
Mr. PELL. I thank the Chair; Mr.
President, I appreciate the arguments
and the thoughtful way the Senator
from North Carolina has presented his
amendment.
I think what this amendment does is
seeks to impose content restrictions on
projects funded by the endowment.
These content restrictions go much
further than those funded by the Con·
gress in the fiscal year 1991 Interior
Appropriations Act.
The Helms amendment attempts to
address offensive depictions of sexual
activities. The term "patently offen·
sive" is derived, as we know, from the
Miller decision which established a 3prong test for obscenity. The Helms
amendment does not leave the decision about what is obscene to the
courts, as we have done in the past. He
would exercise prior restraint on mat·
ters that may be perceived in the
future as offensive.
As we know, prior restraint has been
ruled as unconstitutional. The Miller
standard uses the judgment that the
word "project" would be patently ofART-STATE SEPARATION
fensive according to coznmunity standThe closest Policy model to consider might ards. There is no accommodation of
be the government's relation to religion. the community standards. Obviously,
The tax code grants religious personnel and community standards in Los Angeles
institutions general advantages on the would differ a little bit from that in
grounds that religious faith serves society in
moral and spiritual ways distinct from the my home town of Newport, RI. Stand·
works of commercial enterprise. But we ards differ all around. As the saying
forbid the government from favoring one goes: "beauty is in the eye of the be·
sect over another, this faith over that. The holder" and I believe it is correct to
faiths and sects must compete among them- say that "obscenity is alSo in the eye
selves for public favor in the marketplace of, of the beholder."
belief. The state establishes rules of fair
In general, there are some broader
play, but otherwise does not meddle in the
free choice of individuals and voluntary questions we will get to when this
amendment ls being decided upon, one
groups.
The same Policy should operate in the way or the other, and we will make
arts. The government has no business favor· the arguments in full for even moving
ing one school of art over another, or award- further away from the directions Sening funds to this painter rather than to ator HELMS would like us to move.
that. It lacks the competence to do so, be·
In that regard, too, I believe that
cause discernment in as personal and pri·
vate a matter as art Is as unsuitable to any agency that has produced .about
85,000 grants with only 20 being
public measurement as religious faith.
An enlightened arts POiicy for a free socle· lemons is a pretty good record in the
ty must respect the diversity that freedom Federal Government. I only wish I
creates, limited only by the frontier5 of mor· could say the same for many other
ally acceptable behavior as defined by law.
Government may serve in a general way to Government ·programs. I appreciate
facilitate activities deemed good. But where the arguments, and we will get on to a
diversity of private taste contends, the state vote shonly. I yield such time as he
must stand aside.
desires to the Senator from Utah.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. BYRD.. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the time on Senator from Utah.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I also
amendments be controlled and divided
appreciate the work of the distinin accordance with the usual form.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- guished Senator from North Carolina.
out objection, it is so ordered.
He has been, I think, one of the vocifMr. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask erous voices against some of. the imunanimous consent that the time in proprieties that many have criticized
opposition to this amendment be with regard to a few grants that the
National Endowment for the Arts has
under the control of Mr. PELL.
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. With- . at least in the end result, helped to
fund.
out objection. it is so ordered.
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I think because he has raised this
issue, he has been vastly criticized by

. . ,_
.:1
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some. I think some of the criticism has
been very unjust. He has gone
through a lot of pain, but he is very
sincere and he has raised some very
important issues here.
I think every one of us in this body,
does not war.t to see patently offensive
art in any form, whether it depicts
patent sexual activity or excretory activities or organs. I think most people
probably would agree with that. But
when you start defining what that
means, that is where you get into difficulties.
Any time you put a content restriction into the field of art, you are
saying you may have difficulties with
art that is even good, with art that is
excellent, art that in certain ages and
in certain times and certain places is
offensive to the people there, but becomes major art accepted by the world
a century or two later.
So content restriction, it seems to
me, is the real issue. I have to say,
along with the distinguished Senator
from Rhode Island, that when an
agency of this Government does 85,000
plus acts and it is criticized maybe 20
times, that is a super extraordinarily
successful agency of Government. Not
all 20 are going to be found offensive
by everybody. Maybe there are more.
Maybe there are 100, if you really go
through all the 85.000-plus grants,
that some people will find offensive.
In fact, I think some people will find
anything that the National Endowment for the Arts funds offensive, but
I am talking about the general public
at large.
The question is, do we want to continue with the national endovn:nent, do
we want our artists to have freedom of
expression that might lead to the new
Michelangelo? I know people today
who would be offended by some of Michelangelo's works. The very fact he
would have the ambition and temerity
to depict God might be offensive to
some people. Because he did, we have
been inspired for years in the Sistine
Chapel and elsewhere.
I know art that would be criticized
by some people no matter what it is. I
also know that there are certain
people who would like to do away with
the National Endowment for the Arts
and use this particular issue, 20 criticized works of art or approaches to
art, some of which I highly criticize, as
a means to do away with an agency
that has done good all over America.
Mr. President, the problem with content restriction is that it is very difficult to define what it means and what
a recipient will do in advance. We do
not want to limit creativity, and it
seems to me, that works have to be
judged in totality and in content.
What may be offensive to the distinguished Senator from North Carolina
and me, may not be offensive to a
large group of people out there who
are better purveyors of art than we
are. In his amendment, it is not clear

who makes this decision about what
materials "depict or described m a patently offensive way, sexual or excretory activities or organs."
. This is no way to recapture the
funds in this amendment. if there was
a way of defining exactly what is
meant by his amendment. So there is
no way to recapture the funds that
will be spent in violation of his amendment, because the only way you can
find it in violation is after the fact.
Frankly, there is no definition of what
patently offensive means. I contend
there will be as many definitions as
there are different groups of people in
our society as to what is or is not patently offensive.
The Supreme Court has spent decades trying to define what obscenity
and pornography really are, and they
still have not quite defined them. In
fact. I think they are as far away
today, from a definition, as they were
when the first case came before the
court. They have outlined some definitions. There are at least some guidelines in the Miller case, but they still
leave it up to the local community.
As we all know, the Miller case says
that the average person applying contemporary community standards, if
that average person applying community standards. would find that the
work taken as a whole, appeals to the
prurient interest in sex; if the work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct; and if the
work, when taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value, then a jury can find that
work to be obscene or pornographic.
The court really does not define any
of those terms themselves. So that is
the problem with having content restriction. I think there are the protections provided to recipients of NEA
funds.
Mr. President, I do not intend to
prolong this. I know what the distinguished Senator from North Carolina
is trying to do. I admire him for it. I
just happen to disagree with the approach.
What I would like to do, Mr. President, is call people's attention to the
amendment that we will file immediately after this one, whether it is
adopted or not, because in that
amendment we think we provide for
sanctions that will work. that will be
acceptable to the community, of those
who participate in the arts and want
to participate in the arts, sanctions
and procedural protections, that we
think will lead to excluding even more
than the 85,000-plus grants of the
NEA have done so far, works that the
community as a whole, the country as
a whole, the people as a whole, would
find patently offensive.
But we leave it up to the people who
are skilled in the arts to do it. We
think there are the incentives in the
amendment that we will file afterwards, that will accomplish everything
the distinguished Senator from North
Carolina would like to accomplish,
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without the content restrictions, and
without trying to bind the artistic
community in a way that its freedom
.
of expression will be hurt.
Mr. President, I appreciate what the
distinguished Senator is trying to do,
and I have to say that I appreciate
him personally. I think he has created
the debate. It has not been an unhealthy debate for the country, but
now is an opportunity for all of us to
put this debate to rest. I think the way
to do that is the amendment that we
will file immediately after the disposition of this amendment. whatever its
disposition may be.
With that, I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFI<. 'ER <Mr.
CONRAD). Who yields time?
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, what is the
time situation;>
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Nine
minutes and 31 seconds to the Senator
from North Carolina. The Senator
from Rhode Island controls 15 minutes 28 seconds.
Mr. McCURE. I wonder if the Senator would yield 3 minutes to the Senator from Idaho. I am not in opposition
to the amendment. I did want to make
·some comments with respect to comments made by the Senator from
North Carolina.
Mr. PELL. I would like to do it on
the time of the Senator from North
Carolina, and try to move it along as
quickly as possible, but I yield to the
Senator.
Mr. McCLURE. I do not want to fly
under false colors. I am not opposed to
the Senator from North Carolina, but
I do want to say this as we start the
debate here today. This is an extremely troublesome issue. It is a very difficult one for all of us to handle.
I was anxious to be yielded time
from the Senator from Rhode Island,
because I am not in opposition to the
amendment, but I do not want that
position to be overbroadly stated in
opposition to all of the activities. of
the National Endowment for the Arts.
I do believe tl1is country is measured
by, and enriched by, the activities in
the arts community, broadly speaking.
The problem that I have is, I do not
see any way for us to really object to
the content of the Helms amendment.
Who in the world on this floor wants
to say they really are in favor . of
granting money, taxpayers' money for
the exposition. promotion, distribution, dissemination, or production of
materials that .are described in the
amendment.
The Senator from Utah has indicated that is no way to define this. I suspect that is true. The struggle of the
Supreme Court has been, in their restraints on expression under constitutional guarantees, the right of expression and, second, with resI>P,ct to criminal standards, and that is where I am
going to have difficulty with · the
amendment, that willl be offered by
the Senator. from Utah, that it . is .a
criminal standard. There is a differ-

I
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ence between what is criminal and
what is supportable, and that is the
very center of this dabate.
The Senator from North Carolina,
however, in his opening statement, indicated broad opposition of the National Endowment. I do not have the
broad opposition. Neither do I believe
that it is impossible for the National
Endowment to do a much better job
than they have done up until this
time.
I have no trouble at all making the
National Endowment responsible for
their activities. The taxpayers of this
country have a right to demand that,
and therefore while I do not agree
with all the statements made by my
friend from North Carolina about the
National Endowment, I am not in opposition to this amendment. I find
nothing wrong with saying to the National Endowment, you must do certain things. It seems to me, on the face
of the amendment, it is not hard to
find out who has the responsibility
under this amendment. The National
Endowment has that responsibility.
I thank the Senator for yielding this
time.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, under this
amendment, if it was passed, we would
find that Rodin's "The Kiss," Monet's
"Reclining Lady," and Michelangelo's
"David," could, in some communities,
be ruled illegal or unfinanceable.
I am prepared to yield back the remainder of my time if nobody on this
side has anything more to say. I hope
~t might be the same on the proponent's side as well.
Mr. HELMS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from North Carolina.
Mr. HELMS. I thank the Chair. I
wish I could accommodate-no, I do
not wish I could accommodate the
Senator from Rhode Island. I do not
feel I could accommodate him, although he is my friend. We serve together on a major committee in this
Senate.
Mr. President, first on this figure of
85,000 grants. We have asked the NEA
to validate that figure but they can't.
It is bandied around as if it is fact. It
has taken on a life of its own.
We are not talking about 85,000 symphony orchestras or choral groups, or
authors. We are talking about sleaze
in the art world.
Now, I do not know of anybody who
can find. any redeeming features in
some of the stuff that has been supported. Let me-give you a few examples. I am going to have to leave out
some words because I do not want to
use them on the Senate floor. ·
For example, the Kitchen Theater
in New York City, let us discuss that
for just a moment. Does anybody remember Annie Sprinkle? Let me tell
you about this act that was indirectly
funded by . the. National Endowment
for the Arts. I suppose there may be
somebody . in this broad land who
think$ it has.· a redeeming feature. But
Miss · Sprinkle's performance at. the

Kitchen included what I would consider disgusting live sex acts. She urinated on stage and invited the audience
to· ·play gynecologist on· her with a
flashlight. She brazenly declared,
''Usually I get paid a lot of money for
this, but tonight itS' Government
funded."
The NEA also helped Illinois State
University Gallery in Normal, IL, put
on an exhibit entitled "David Wojnaro>11icz: Tongues of flame." Unbelievably, this man submitted some pictures which were subsidized by the
taxpayers. They were more repulsive,
in my judgment, than Robert Mapplethorpe's. I have attempted to have
some copies of them sent over here for
Senators to look at them, if they
doubt my word about it. But I will
warn them that these pictures display
homosexuals actually engaged in ultimate sexual and excretory acts with
one another.
The taxpayers money went to fund
these. That is the reason I am on the
floor.
Yet another offensive project the
taxpayers have recently paid for
through the NEA is the San Francisco
International Gay and Lesbian Film
Festival. The NEA gave this 10-day
festival-that is what they called it$9,000 for "administrative costs." More
than 100 films were shown with titles
which I cannot use on the Senate
floor.
But let me read a review of it.
"Scenes from some of the films inelude masturbation, and oral sex between men and men. and women and
women," according · to
newspaper
story.
Karen Finley's little show was entitled "We Keep Our Victims Ready,"
and this was another one of those
Kitchen Theater performances that
the NEA decided the taxpayers should
support.
···Let me say to my friend from Idaho
that not once have I advocated the dissolution of the National Endowment
for the Arts. I think it is very good to
teach kids how to play in the symphony orchestra or to sing or to write or
to participate in drama. That is fine as
far as I am concerned, even though in
this time of budget crises we might
think twice about it.
The NEA recently denied funds to a
woman named Mrs. Hughes to perform in one of these obscene plays as a
result of intense public· scrutiny. But
the NEA still gave her $15,500 playwriting fellowship based on the script
· that she wrote for the obscene play.
Do you see the pattern?
· Now do not· talk to me about 85,000
nice grants and 20 obscene ones. Iii
the first place, who knows what has
gone on before last year that was not
detected? Where do we get the figure
of 85,000 for all of the grants? They
cannot tell you. They pull this figure
of 85,000 out, and they throw it out,
and it takes a life of its own. And 'the
American people have it stuck to them
agam.
· ·

a
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Senators can vote as they dab
blamed may wish. But I am saying to
you, Mr. President, that if ·they vote
againSt this amendment, they are
voting ill favor of ftinding for the most
.vile, most crude, most rotten, kind of
material imaginable.
I yield such time as the Senator
from New Hampshire may wish.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from New Hampshire is recognized.
The HELMS. How much time do I
have remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator has 3 minutes 26 seconds.
Mr. HELMS. I thank the Chair.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
thank the Senator from North Carolina for yielding.
More than that, I want to thank him
for his courageous fight against the
abuses of the NEA. It takes some courage to do that, Mr. President. The arts
community and the entertainment
community are very powerful politically. The Senator has described the retribution he has suffered at the hands
of that community for his temerity in
standing up against this waste of taxpayers' funds.
So my hat is off, as it so often is, to
the Senator from North Carolina for
being right on the issue, and having
the courage to stand up and to make
his case so powerfully.
I hope Senators support him. I
would go farther, frankly, than the
Senator from North Carolina. Just the
other day, I remind my, colleagues, we
passed a measure in this body against
the vote of this Senator to increase
the gasoline tax 9 cents per gallon.
That is on top of a 35-cent or 40-cent
per gallon increase over the last few
months because of the Persian Gulf
crisis.
·
·
·
We passed that tax and so many
others on the excuse that there was no
more place where we could cut; nothing more that we could cut in the
budget. What absolute rubbish. Here
is a perfect example of the waste and
abuse of taxpayer funds that exiSts in
this budget. The budget is larded with
this kind of stuff. It is a favor for a
community with a lot of political
clout. They raise 1 million bucks to
defeat Senator HELMS or attempt tO
defeat Senator REI.Ms, and they get in
return a $185 million reward on their
appropriations bill for this year .alone.
That is the kind of payoff that comes .
from pandering to the arts communi- '
ty. It is an outrage.
We ought to terminate the National
Endowment for the Arts because there
will be no end to this argument arid
controversy over what is art and what
is not. The Government ought not· to
be subsidizing this endeavor. If people
want to pafut anything they . want,
anything imaginable, fine., They are
protected by the first amendment.· But
there is nothing iii .the Constitution,
Mr. President; as tbe ··Senator hil:s
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pointed out, that obliges the taxpayers
to imbsidize the exercise of that right.
So I would go much farther. I think
the. Senator is .being too moderate. I
would get rid of it.· I say get rid of it. I
say let us get serious. This is a time of
crisis. We cannot.afford the wasting of
money on such frivolity a..'1d decadence. It is outrageous..
The Senator's proposal is much too
mild in my opinion but I applaud him
for the courage of offering it. I will
certainly support him wlth my vote as
I have in the past.
Mr. President, I reserve the remainder of the time for Senator HELMS
Mr. HEINZ addressed the Chair.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I yield 2
minutes.
.
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. President, what we
are fundamentally talking about here
is whether or not we are going to try
to write and impose a certain type of
content restriction that goes beyond
any definition of obscenity or pornography which, as we know, is not protected speech. And to those who say
that the Government should not be in
the business of using the taxpayers'
money to support obscenity, or pornography, I say they are absolutely
right. But that is not the is;me that we
are.discussing.
I would like to illustrate it by dra...-ing upon two works of art that probably many of us have seen either in
books or we studied them in school.
. One is the work of Hieronymus Bosch
the 15th century northern European
painter who depicted the worst personality traits of people in the form of
ugly little creatures who are half
human often engaged in utterly depraved acts painted .on canvas or
panel, activities that included those
that were sexual, or scatological in
nature. I have no doubt at the time
there were people who found those
works extremely alarming, even repulsive. But today, we view his work·not
only as art but we view his message,
his content, as extremely moralizing
because it says to us iI you have this
kind of tendency, beware, you may
turn into the kind of ugly, little creature and engage either s~'Inbolically or
literally in the worst kinds of acts.
Francisco Goya we accept today as
one of the great painters the world
have ever known. Nevertheless, he had
a gift for caricature. One of his targets
was the clergy of the Spanish realm.
He depicted corrupt priests actually in
the act of thievery or in the act of
rape. To the establishment of his day,
that was considered blasphemous. And
in Spain, in that day and age, that was
a very dangerous thing to do. He was
denounced and worse.
Yet, the content of his art, however;
shocking it may have been to them,
today _we accept and even praise as an
acute and utterly justified form of
social criticism.
So Mr. President; in sum, we legislate content at our peril, and I hope
we will just trust President Bush's appointee and the National Endowment
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fund thousands of programs and pro~
ductions across the United States, to
encourage and sustaiii a climate where
artistic efforts can flourish, and to
bring this art to the view of the public.
Last year, in reaction to the support
of the work of Andres Serrano and
Robert Mapplethorpe, the Congress
cut the appropriation for the NEA by
$45,000-the total amount for these
two grants. Congress also restricted
the content of projects receiving
grants, leaving it up to the officials of
the NEA to determine what is appropriate and what is not. Declaring that
these content restrictions would be
only temporary, Congress created an
independent commission, composed of
members appointed by Congress and
the administration, to examine the
grantmaking process of the endowment and make recommendations for
a more permanent solution. This soluNone of the funds appropriated under this tion was to be considered during the
act may be used by the National Endowment for the Arts to promote, distribute. NEA reauthorization-clearly a more
disseminate. or produce materials that appropriate vehicle than a..'1 appropriadepict or describe, In a patently offensive tions bill.
Well, Mr, President, we find ourway, sexual or excretory activities or organs.
That is all. It does not say ban them. . selves· in the waning days of the lOlst
It simply prohibits use of the taxpay- Congress without the promised reauers' money. I think that is a fair prop- thorization for the National Endowment of the Arts. Rather, what we
osition.
Mr. President, have the yeas and find in the Interior appropriations bill
nays been ordered on the amendment? is a simple extension of the misguided
The PRESIDING OFFICER. They policy from last year. I opposed these
subjective content restrictions then,
have not.
Mr. HELMS. I ask unanimous con- and I oppose them today-as does 80
sent that it be in order that I ask for percent of .the mail I have received .
from my fellow Coloradans.
·
the yeas and nays.
Mr. President, the Senate does not
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
have to accept this continuation .cif
there objection? Without objection.
Mr. HELMS. I ask for the yeas and- business as usual. The Independent
Commission has finished its work and
nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is · made its recommendations. The authorizing committees in the House and
there a sufficient second?
the Senate have reported legislationThere is a sufficient second.
in large part reflecting these recomThe yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, how much mendations-and the House has even
found the time to approve its version.
time do I have?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The I believe that the Senate can act in a
Senator controls 5 minutes and 30 sec-· si..>nilarly responsible fashion.
Today, Senators HATCH, PELL, KENonds.
Mr. PELL. I yield to the Senator NEDY, and KASSEBAUM are offering an
from Colorado for a minute, .and I amendment to replace the obsolete
would like to retain the remainder of language currently contained in the
bill we are considering. This proposal
my time.
Mr. WIRTH. I thank the Senator. I reflects elements contained within the
will be brief. I had· not intended to Senate reauthorization legislation curspeak on this ·amendment until· I rently pending on the calendar, as well
heard the Senator from New Hamp- as certain concepts found in the House
.
shire talk about the investment of $1 bfil
The amendment would permit . a
. million and getting back $145 million
in pandering.
court of law to determine if the nature
That kind of a. discussion and kind of of the work is obscene. In the event
analysis is simply inappropriate on the that a court so rules, the artist .or
floor of the U.S. Senate, Mr. Presi- group would be required to repay the
dent. It is certainly not the level of grant. Failure to repay would result in
debate that we ought to have on what loss of eligibility for any future NEA
is a fundamentally very ·important funding.
issue related to freedom of expression
Mr. President, this amendment will
and freedom of speech in the greatest assure us that if an artist creates or
democracy that the world has known. produces an obscene work, he or she
Mr. President, for more than a year would be liable for that error. But it
the public, a.'1d consequently the Con- would remove the decislonmaking
gress, has vigorously debated the Na- process from politically influenced butional Endowment for the Arts CNEAl reaucrats and It would be made with
and how it does itS job. ItS job ls to sufficient due process.
which has made very few mistakes out
of some 80.000-plus decisions.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President how
much time do I have remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from North Carolina controls
24 seconds.
Mr. HEL'wiS. I ask unanimous consent for 1 more minute in addition to
that .
Mr. President, I am tempted to ask
the Senator from Pennsylvania if the
artist whom he identified got a Federal grant from the National Endowment for the Arts. I have no argument
with what he said. I am not talking
about banning. I am talking about subsidizing.
If the Senator will forgive me, I do
not follow his line of reasoning. Let
me use the remainder of my time to
read the text of the amendment on
which Senators will be voting:
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I oppose legislating a moral code on
the value of particular works of ·art.
But this .amendment we
now considering· ·1s... a reasonable compromise,
one .that can work and should be
adopted.
Mr. President, the formulation of
policy from heated reaction to public
ci>ntroversy is a sure-fire way to make
bad decisions. The continuation of
such a policy ls worse. I urge my colleagues to adopt the Hatch-Pell ap.
proach.
Thank you Mr. President, and I
yield the floor.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I yield 1
minute to Senator ADAMS, who is a cosponsor of the amendment.
Mr. ADAMS. I thank the Senator
from Rhode Island very much. I rise in
opposition to the amendment of Senator HELMs and in support of the
amendment of Senator HATCH, which
is an excellent amendment.
Mr. President, I am alarmed that
this bill once again contains restric·
tlons on what is art. How can we, as responsible policymakers, vote for a bill
that includes language that essentially
forbids Federal funding for art that
"may be considered obscene?" Almost
anything "may" be considered obscene
by some. As a young district attorney,
I once was asked by enforcers to prosecute a man signing his name as Hugo
N. Frye, or "you go and fry," for sending a horse dropping placed in a milk
carton through the mail to a Federal
district judge, alleging it was sending
obscenity through the mail.
· How can we support a bill that in reality censors artists by defining what
may be considered obscene so broadly?
That, I submit, is not our job.
Members of Congress are in no position to sit as censors over the works of
our Nation's artists. I am sure that
each of our colleagues has a different
eye for what is pornography.
Several weeks ago during
Labor
and Human Resources Committee
markup, I voted for a bipartisan compromise to reauthorize the Endowment. I voted for this bill with a heavy
heart. But the compromise was necessary In order to prevent further
damage to the integrity of the National Endowment of the Arts. I did not
speak on that compromise, but today
we must prevent, if we can, the language contained in this bill.
I ask my colleagues to oppose the
language contained in this appropriations bill and to support the amendment offered by Senator HATCH.
The amendment before you is shnilar to the compromise adopted by the
Labor and Human Resources Committee, The House has supported this language twice; Onc:e during the consideration -Of the NEA reauthorization, and
again during consideration of the Interior appropriations bill. Moreover, the
amendment is also similar to language
recommended by the independent
commission that Congress created just
last year •to review the Endou·ment
controversy.
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The amendment before the Senate ·
today leaves the decision regarding obscenity up to the courts. That IS how it
should be. The amendment provides
that if the court determines a project
is obscene, the person or group held to
be in violation of the law will face certain sanctions. They would be prohibited from receiving a grant for up to 3
years and would have to repay the
grant funds to the Government.
After all is said and done, I still have
a hard time understanding why we
want to punish the NEA. What IS this
controversy about? It's about a handful of artistic works. Only 25 out of a
grand total of 85,000 grants ever
awarded by the NEA. I challenge my
colleagues to find another federally
funded program that enjoys the kind
of support and record of achievement
as does the NEA.
The last 11 Pulitzer Prize winning
plays were developed at NEA funded
nonprofit theaters.
Since 1965, 100 local arts agencies
have grown into over 2,ooo local arts
agencies across our country.
As I stated earlier, 85,000 grants
have been made in the NEA's 25 years
of existence, and only a handful have
created this controversy.
The NEA's record of achievement
speaks well for itself. We must not
abandon our support of the arts. I
urge my colleagues to support the
pending amendment by Senator
HATCH.

Mr. BRADLEY. Mr. President, I am
saddened that this debate about restrictions of expression has derailed us
from the task of reauthorizing a program that, at a very small cost, has
opened the imagination of America.
The National Endowments for the
Arts and Humanities have touched the
lives of nearly every American, bringIng paintings, sculpture, symphonies,
theater, stories and dreams into
schools, community centers and town
halls across our land
Twenty,five years ago, Congress displayed a remarkable prescience about
America's purpose in a changing
world In establishing the National Endowment for the Arts and its compan~
ion the National Endowment for the
Humanities, we affirmed that our Na·
tion's leadership ''cannot rest solely
upon superior power, wealth, and
technology, but must be solidly founded upon worldwide respect and admiration for the Nation's high qualities
as a leader in the realm of ideas and of
the spirit." As the Soviet threat diminishes, America's purpose in the 1990's
will stem not so much from our milltary strength as· from.the power of our
example. The NEA helps us set an example of a nation that nurtures the
talents of all its citizens and opens the
doors to a full, rich public life.
Now that the Insight of 1965 that inspired tlie founding of the NEA has
been validated by the events that .Jed
to the end of the cold war, it comes 11$
quite a $Urprise to me and to many of
my constituents that. this agency
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should be ·the object of controversy
and suddenly become subject .to restrictive legislation. The NEA ,· was
founded on a set of principles derived
from the principle of democratic: pluralism that inspired the Bill of Rights.
To refer again to the words of Congress in 1965, "the intent of this act
should be the encouragement of free
inquiry and expression" and "no
undue preference should be given to
any particular style or school · of
thought or expression."
·
Perhaps we have forgotten how difficult it is fo create art which truly enriches, inspires, and educates. It Is a
process of trial and error, false starts
and unconscious creative surges. The
NEA exists not to inake art, but to
make this process possible.
The value of an open creative .process to an entire society cannot be
judged solely by one or two examples
of its outcomes, just · as the value of
first amendment cannot be judged
solely by a few outrageous things that
people say. But those seek to constrain
and undermine the very purpose of
the NEA do just that-take one or two
pieces of art and call them typical of
the entire institution._
Mr. President, allow me to describe
for my colleagues briefly a program
funded by the NEA that truly typifies
the Endowment's work. The Mayors
Institute on City Design began in 1986,
when the mayors of seven American
cities, including Trenton, NJ, came together at the University of Virginia
for 3 days of intensive conversations
among themselves and with urban designers about how to construct
humane, livable cities. With the addition of 2 yearly regional institutes in
the Midwest and the South, the
mayors of 77 cities, representing
nearly 34 million people, have now
participated in the Mayors Institute
for City Design, funded by the Design
Arts Program of the National Endowment for the Arts.
Each mayor comes to the institute
alone, without staff or files. Each
major brings a design problem from
his or her city, which might range
from the redevelopment of a waterfront to the design of a sidewalk or a
housing project. While the institute
ideallY helps each city find a solution
to each problem, is real purpose is to
help the mayors, who may be expert
on politics, finance, social services or
development, open their imaginations
about the design of the communities
we share. As Mayor Vincent Schoemehl, Jr., of St. Louis put it, the lnstitute "helped me to understand-and to
persuade others-that what makes a
city successful IS the quality of the environment it offers."
Besides Trenton, the Mayors-Institute has brought to the University of
Virginia the mayor of Newark, NJ,
Sharpe James, and the mayor of
Princeton, the late ~hara Boggs Sigrnund; The program ·helped each of
these mayors find a clear direction for
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.. the physical layout of their comniunitics. I describe the Mayors Institute. at
some length, Mr. President, not .only
because ·it indicates what the NEA
really funds, but because I .believe it
exemplifies the reasons we have an
NEA and the purpose it serves. The
communities we live iri are going to
look like something. They can be unplanned, sterile, havens for crime and
cruelty .. Or they can be humane .and
warm, good spaces to work, raise children, or visit a museum on a Sunday
afternoon. Only by devoting attention
and resources to this project, and by
opening our imaginations ~ithout restrictions, can we make that happen.
· The NEA helps us shape a rich and
humane cultural life for our entire
Nation. In New Jersey, it has helped
millions of families enjoy the Hoboken
Chamber Orchestra, the Mccarther
'.lheater Company, the Composers
Guild of New Jersey, the Willowbrook
J;J.zz Festival, and more. Young people
with talent and ambition found guidance at the New School for the Arts in
Montclair. the Center for Innovative
Printmaking at Rutgers, the Newark
Community School for the Arts, and
other institutions that rely on the
NEA to fund their educational programs.
The rich cultural pluralism made
possible by the NEA has renewed
America's role as the leader of the
world in culture and spirit. Our artis. tic successes are a source of national
pride for all of us, and they are made
possible· only by an open process of
creativity and dedication to excellence
with no other restrictions. At a time
when the nations of the world look to
the United States as a model of democ:-atic pluralism and cultural diversity,
we must continue to nurture our culture in the spirit of democracy and national purpose. Mr. President, if we
are blocked from reauthorizing this
important program this year, I hope
that very early in the next Congress
we will consider the National Endowments for the Arts and the Humanities as a whole and reauthorlze their
contributions to our society for years
to come.
Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I
will not take very long on this matter.
There are just a couple of points I
would like to make in support of the
· amendment offered by my friend from
North Carolina.
I have received thousands of letters,
cards, and phone calls from Iowans exp::essing their concerns about Federal
funding for the Arts Endowment.
By an overwhelming margin of 8 to
1, they want Congress to adopt legislation to· prevent the flow of Federal
funds to Gffensive and pornographic
work.
.·
Clearly, taxpayers are outraged by
claims that they must be forced to pay
for such offensive exhibits. To do this
in- the name of free speech is even
more revolting. .
• Mr. President; Senator _ HELM's
amendment, which simply seeks assur~

ances that taxpayers' money will riot
be misused, hardly lnfri.'1.ges upon an
artist's freedom of speech or expression. Artists -who are intent on such
depictions need not apply for Federal
funding.
Mr. President, the real focus of this
amendment is restricting tax dollars,
not restricting art. Artists can do with
private funding whatever they like.
There is nothing in the Constitution
which guarantees any artist a dime. It
is pure arrogance to suggest anything
to the contrary.
I recognize that the National Endowment for the Arts has helped make
possible many quality programs
throughout the country. I hope that it
will continue to do so.
But taxpayers should not. be forced
to pay for a photograph of subjects far
too obscene· for any gentleman to describe.
The rea.'>on Congress established the
NEA was to promote the arts and to
encourage appreciation of the arts
throughout the country. This function
of the NEA does not require funding
projects which stretch the boundaries
of public tolerance.
Again, Mr. President, I support the
arts and I support the NEA. I also support standards, such as those proposed
by the Senator from North Carolina.
Only then can we be assured the goals
of the National Endowment for the
Arts will not be distorted and that, insLead, Federal sponsorship of quality .
art programs will be maintained.
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I do not
believe that the Government should
fund art which has been determined to
be obscene by a court that is applying
standards required by the Constitution. But, the Helms amendment applies an unconstitutionally vague
standard. Later during this debate I
will be supporting an amendment
which will deny NEA funding for art
and apply a constitutional standard.
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I believe
all time has been used up by my adversary, and I yield the remainder of my
time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from North Carolina retains
22 seconds.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I yield
the remainder of my time ..
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time having been yielded back, the
yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. SIMPSON. I announce that the
Senator from Oregon CMr. HATFIELD],
is necessarily absent.
The result was announced-yeas 29,
nays 70, as follows:
CRollcall Vote No. 307 Leg.]

YEAS-29
Ann.strong
B~ur.s

Bnd

Coats
Cuchran
C•)nrad
Dole
Exon

·Garn

Gramm

Orassley
Heflin
Helms
Hollings
Humphrey
Kasten
Lott
Mack
•McCain
McClure

McConnell
Murkowsld
Nickles
Pressler
Roth
Shelby
Symma

Thurmond
Wallop

. NAYS-70
Adams
Akaka
Baucus
Bentsen
Biden
Bingaman
Bond
Boren
Bcschwitz
Bradley
Breaux
Bryan
Bumpers
Burdick
Chafee
Cohen
Cranston
D'Amato
Danforth
Daschle
DeConcini
Dt<on
Dodd
Domenic!

Durenberger
Ford
·Fowler
Glenn
Gore
Gorton
Graham
Harkin
Hatch
Heinz
Inouye
Jeffords
Johnston
Kassebaum
Kennedy
Kerrey
Kerry
Kohl
Lauten berg
Leahy
Levin
Lieberman
Lugar
Metzenbaum

Mikulski
Mitchell
Moynihan
Nunn

Packwood
Pell
Pryor
Reid
Riegle
Robb
Rockefeller .
Rudman
Sanford
Sarbanes

Sasser
Simon
Simpson
Specter
Stevens
Warner

Wilson
Wirth

NOT VOTING-1
Hatfield

So the amendment <No. 3119) was
rejected.
Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the amendment was rejected and. I
move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table wa.S
agreed to.
Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, the
conference report on the-Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, there has
been an order entered that no matter
or ·measure may be taken up during
the consideration of this bill without
the consent of the two managers.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is correct. Under the previous
order, the Senator from Utah, Mr.
HATCH, is to be recognized to offer an
amendment.
·
·
- ·
Mr. BYRD. That is correct. But I
understood .that · the distinguished
Senator from Louisiana was going to
bring up another matter.
.
Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I
was going to see, with the concurrence
ofthe managers and with a short time
limit, whether we might bring up the
Tongass report, which has some time
sensitivity because it needs to go Into
reconciliation. We are trying to get a
time agreement, and, as I understand
it, the two Alaskan Senators are will- .
Ing to give that time agreement.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That
would require unanimous consent, because there is a. previous order providing for the Senator from Utah, Mr.
HATCH, to offer an amendment.
Mr. BYRD. MT. President, I will be
very happy to try to work. out something to accommodate the .Senator
from Louisiana and the Senators from
Alaska, but I do not believe they are
ready to proceed right at this moment.
Mr. JOHNSTON. Very well.. · I
thought they were here and ready. - ·
Mr. BYRD. I certainly want to trY to·
accommodate the Senator.
·
In the meantime, . I wonder If we
could proceed to. the Hatch amendment.
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator will suspend.
·
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